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the nematic director, g8(r8), identified by the order parameters.
Uniaxial smectic (SmU) phases (green area in Fig. 2) only exhibit a
prolate symmetry (Sm+

U), in agreement with former simulations
of monodisperse systems.22 In particular, their layers, whose
thickness is roughly 13T to 15T, are perpendicular to the average
direction of the particle length. The g8(r8), calculated along this
direction, displays periodically peaked profiles of the type
reported in Fig. 3 and displays no indication of structural order
in the other directions. In contrast, biaxial smectics, found at
Z 4 0.50 and 0.05 r sL r 0.20 (blue area in Fig. 2), can present
a prolate (Sm+

B) or oblate (Sm!B ) symmetry. The former is
characterised by layers piling along the particle length, and
the latter by layers piling along the particle thickness. Upon
increasing polydispersity, the SmB phase acquires a more and
more defined structural identity, with a weak-to-strong biaxiality
crossover at approximately 0.05 o sL o 0.10 and a full biaxial
character (B2 4 0.6) at sL Z 0.18. At this value of size dispersity,
our simulations highlighted a particularly rich phase behaviour,
unveiling an I - NU - NB - SmB sequence of phases that is
exemplarily shown in Fig. 4. In qualitative agreement with
theory and experiments, we found the NB phase to be stabilised
by a substantial degree of particle size dispersity. In particular,
our simulation results indicate sL = 0.18 as the critical poly-
dispersity above which the NB phase can form. Close to the
NU–NB phase boundary, we find nematics with a relatively weak
(but non-negligible) biaxiality and a residual oblate or prolate
character. These phases, here referred to as weak biaxial
nematics, are characterised by a biaxial order parameter in the
range 0.2 r B2 r 0.30 and one predominant uniaxial order
parameter granting them prolate (N+

B) or oblate (N!B ) symmetry.
In contrast with the experiments on goethite particles,6 we

do not observe a direct I–NB phase transition here. This apparent
lack of agreement deserves some comments. First of all, the
cuboids studied in these experiments are not self-dual-shaped.
Their shape parameter, n = 0.1, indicates a prolate geometry,
which in monodisperse systems is expected to promote an I–N+

U,
rather than I–NB, transition as predicted by theories spanning
almost five decades.11,18,34,35,37,41 However, the goethite particles
utilized by Vroege and co-workers are not monodisperse, but
exhibit a polydispersity between 20% and 25% in the three
directions. Because polydispersity can lead to fractionation42

and these authors studied the phase behaviour in capillaries, the
longer particles tend to accumulate towards the bottom, where
the NB phase was found, de facto increasing the shape parameter
of this subset of particles to the effective value of n = 0.6.6 This
particle geometry, evidently prolate, is very different from the self-
dual shape applied here and a quantitative analogy is therefore
not directly possible. The Onsager theory within the Zwanzig
approximation does not predict a direct I–NB transition in
systems of polydisperse HBPs with n = 0.1, but it suggests the
existence of the NB phase in a wide region of the Z–sL phase
diagram, including for sL o 0.1.13 While it is known that
restricting orientations can significantly enhance the stability of
the NB phase, both Belli’s theoretical work and our simulations
do not report a direct I–NB phase transition, whose existence has
never been unambiguously confirmed by off-lattice simulations
spanning more than twenty years.16,24,30,37,43–46 Indeed, our
recent MC simulations and generalised fifth-virial Onsager theory
applied to freely-rotating monodisperse HBPs with L* r 12 had
even excluded the existence of the NB phase, also at the self-dual
shape. A third-virial theory for monodisperse cuboids with
continuum orientations predicted a direct I–NB transition at
L* = 64, which was not observed in the simulations by the same
authors.24 To the best of our knowledge, there are no theoretical
works on freely-rotating polydisperse HBPs that might help
resolve this conundrum. While the phase diagram in Fig. 2
illustrates the relevant discrepancies of the work proposed by
Belli, both works agree very well on the key role of polydispersity
in the stabilisation of the NB phase. This is especially evident at
sL Z 0.18, where the stability region of the NB phase widens,
remarkably reducing that of the Sm and NU phases. This is not
surprising as a large size dispersity is expected to hinder the
formation of layered structures due to the absence of well-
defined structural periodicity in the longitudinal direction.

In summary, our MC simulations of freely-rotating HBPs
have revealed a rich phase behaviour that is characterised by
three key results: (i) a significant degree of particle size dis-
persity is needed to stabilise the NB phase; (ii) self-dual-shaped
HBPs do not exhibit a direct I–NB phase transition in the range
of size dispersities studied here; (iii) the ambivalent nature of the
self-dual shape provides uniaxial nematics that, in a relatively wide
region of the Z–sL phase diagram, might well be oblate or prolate.

Fig. 4 Equilibrium phases of HBPs at sL = 0.18 in an isotropic phase (Z = 0.266), oblate nematic phase (Z = 0.314), prolate nematic phase (Z = 0.341),
biaxial nematic phase (Z = 0.455) and a biaxial smectic phase of oblate symmetry (Z = 0.573). Different colours indicate different particle orientations.
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FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of a field-induced NU ! NB and a free NB ! NU switching.

In Fig. 2(b), tON increases with W ⇤, implying that the
reorientation is slower for oblate than for prolate particles.
More specifically, for rod-like HBPs (W ⇤ = 1), we observe a
rapid switching with tON/t ⇡ 41, whereas for plate-like HBPs
(W ⇤ = 12), it is significantly slower, with tON/t ⇡ 4200. Con-
sequently, making HBPs more oblate leads to a slower field-
induced NU ! NB transition. To confirm these preliminary
tendencies, we compare the MSADs of the field-on regimes of
each anisotropy along the three axes. The top frames of Fig. 5
display the field-on MSADs of systems containing HBPs with
W ⇤ = 1, 3.46 and 12. We notice that the MSAD of the particle
axis oriented as the nematic director of the original NU phase
is the smallest across all the geometries. More specifically,
the MSAD of rod-like particles in Fig. 5(a) exhibits a strong
rotational coupling between x̂ and ŷ particle axes, while ẑ is
practically unaffected by the application of the field. Such a
strong angular correlation between x̂ and ŷ, with hj2

W i= hj2
T i

over time, is due to the square cross-sectional area of this
specific set of HBPs, where W = T . For similar reasons,
plate-like HBPs with W = L exhibit strong rotational corre-
lations between their axes x̂ and ẑ, with hj2

W i = hj2
Li (see

Fig. 5(c)), while hj2
T i, slightly increasing over time for mere

thermal fluctuations, remains very small, practically insensi-
ble to the external field. In systems of self-dual shaped HBPs
(W ⇤ = 3.46), we observe that the MSADs of W and T are ini-
tially coupled, but then diverge over time. This behaviour is
observed for all anisotropies that are not perfectly rod-like or
plate-like and agrees very well with the tendencies reported in
our recent work on the equilibrium dynamics of HBPs34.

When analysing the field-on MSADs of the particle axes
perpendicular to the original nematic director, we also notice
an initially linear, rather steep dependence on time, followed
by an intermediate non-linear behaviour and subsequently by
a second linear regime at times comparable to tON. Such a
long-time linear regime suggests that HBPs’ angular displace-
ments are gradually reducing, due to the system approaching
a new equilibrium state. Under these conditions, further ro-

FIG. 4. MSAD in field-on and field-off scenarios of a system of
HBPs with reduced width (a) W ⇤ = 2.5 and (b) W ⇤ = 6. The field-on
simulations apply an external field of strength e⇤f = 3. The dashed
vertical lines indicate tON of each systems (tOFF is out of scale and
not shown). The insets in (a) and (b) show the MSAD at shorter
timescales.
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